Today’s Daf In Review is being sent l’zecher nishmas Habachur Yechezkel Shraga A”H ben R’ Avrohom
Yehuda
Eiruvin Daf Kuf Gimmel
MISHNA
• One may remove a wart from an animal with his hands on Shabbos in the Beis Hamikdash, but
not elsewhere. To remove a wart with an instrument would be assur even in the Beis
Hamikdash.
GEMARA
• Q: A Mishna in Pesachim says that carrying an animal in the reshus harabim, or bringing it from
beyond the techum, or removing a wart from it, are all assur to do on Shabbos, but R’ Eliezer
says they may be done. The Rabanan (T”K) of this Mishna contradict the Rabanan of our
Mishna!? A: R’ Elazar and R’ Yose b’R’ Chanina: One says the Mishnayos are discussing moist
warts, our Mishna is discussing removing it by hand and it is therefore permitted, and the other
Mishna is discussing removing it by utensil, which is assur. The other says that both Mishnayos
are discussing removing it by hand, our Mishna is discussing a dry wart, which is mutar to be
removed by hand and the other Mishna is discussing a moist wart, which is assur to be removed
even by hand.
o The one who gives the answer that one Mishna discusses removal by hand and the
other by instrument does not want to say that one Mishna is discussing a moist wart
and the other a dry wart, because he holds that a dry wart may even be removed with
an instrument, since a dry wart crumbles and is therefore only an issur D’Rabanan.
o The one who gives the answer that one Mishna discusses a moist wart and the other a
dry one does not want to give the answer of by hand vs. by instrument, because our
Mishna already said that removal is assur if done by an instrument, so there would be
no need to repeat it again.
▪ The other answerer does not consider this to be an issue, because it could be
that it was repeated to differentiate between the Rabanan and R’ Eliezer who
says that removal is even mutar with an instrument.
▪ The answerer that says the Mishna in Pesachim discusses removal by hand says
that must be so, because the other examples listed in the Mishna are only assur
D’Rabanan (carrying a live animal and traveling beyond the techum), so the case
of removal must be so as well.
• The other answerer will say that the other examples are actually issurim
D’Oraisa (the Mishna holds that carrying a live animal is assur D’Oraisa
and that the issur of techum is D’Oraisa).
o Q: R’ Yosef asked, in the Mishna in Pesachim R’ Eliezer says there is a kal v’chomer: if
shechita, which is a true melacha, supersedes Shabbos, surely the other cases, which are
only D’Rabanan, should certainly supersede Shabbos. We see from here that the case of
removal is referring to a D’Rabanan!? A: R’ Yosef said, both Mishnayos are discussing
removal by hand. Our Mishna is discussing removal in the Beis Hamikdash, where there
are no gezeiros applied. The Mishna in Pesachim is discussing removal outside of the
Beis Hamikdash, and therefore even though it is being done for sake of the Mikdash (i.e.
of a korbon), gezeiros do apply.
▪ Q: R’ Safra asked Abaye, we learned earlier that if a sefer rolls off a threshold
into the reshus harabim, but is still being held onto by a person on the
threshold, he may roll it back up. This is like a case of something done for the
Mikdash (i.e. protecting the sefer) not in the Beis Hamikdash, and we are not
goizer that he may be led to transfer from a reshus harabim to a reshus
hayachid!? A: We said earlier that the case refers to a threshold with karmelis
status, and since he is holding onto one side, a gezeira does not apply.

▪

o

Q: R’ Safra asked, a Mishna says that when Erev Pesach is Friday, one may place
the Korbon Pesach into the oven right before Shabbos even though it will not
get roasted until it is already Shabbos. This is something done for the Mikdash,
not in the Beis Hamikdash, and we are still not goizer that he may be led to stir
the coals!? A: Abaye did not know what to answer. Abaye asked R’ Yosef this
question that was posed to him. R’ Yosef said, we are not goizer there because
the people in the “chaburah” of the Korbon Pesach are careful and would not
stir the coals.
• Abaye felt that we don’t say that about a chaburah.
Rava said, the Tanna of our Mishna is R’ Eliezer, who says that although the preparatory
acts of a mitzvah (that itself supersedes Shabbos) supersede Shabbos, if the goal can be
accomplished in a way that does not violate the Shabbos as much (e.g. by changing the
way the wart is removed), then it must be done in that way. The Mishna in Pesachim
follows a different Tanna who argues on that.
▪ We see that R’ Eliezer holds this way, because a Braisa says that a Kohen who
has a wart (which makes him passul to do the avodah) can have his friend
remove it for him on Shabbos by biting it off of him. This Braisa must follow R’
Eliezer, because according to the Rabanan who hold that preparatory acts do
not supersede Shabbos, and therefore the case must be referring to a
D’Rabanan, since the Rabanan hold that biting off a wart is only assur
D’Rabanan, there would be no reason to have his friend bite it off for him! It
must be following R’ Eliezer, who says that biting off a wart would be assur
D’Oraisa, and the reason his friend must bite it off is because he holds that the
act must be done in a way that minimizes the Shabbos violation.
• Q: It could be that the Braisa follows the Rabanan, and the reason his
friend has to bite it off for him is because the wart is in a place that the
person cannot reach to bite off by himself (on his back or his elbows)!?
A: If it was following the Rabanan, there would be no need for the
person to bite it off. He could have simply removed it by hand, which
according the Rabanan is only assur D’Rabanan.
o Q: If it follows R’ Eliezer, the Braisa should also give the simpler
case of removing the wart by hand!? A: It makes sense if it
follows R’ Eliezer, because he says to use the most unusual
method possible (to lessen even the D’Rabanan Shabbos
violation). But, according to the Rabanan, there would be no
reason to give this case.

MISHNA
• If a Kohen has a wound on his finger on Shabbos, he may wrap it in reed-grass in the Beis
Hamikdash, but not elsewhere (it has healing properties and healing on Shabbos is assur
D’Rabanan). To wrap the wound tightly with the grass to push out blood, is assur in the Beis
Hamikdash as well.
GEMARA
• R’ Yehuda the son of R’ Chiya said, it is mutar to wrap a finger in grass, but not in a small belt,
because that would be considered as if the Kohen is wearing additional clothing, which is not
permitted. R’ Yochanan said, extra clothing is only a problem when worn in a place that the
clothing of a Kohen is worn, not when something is worn on the finger.
o Q: Why is it not a problem of “chatzitza”? A: The wound is on his left hand and the
avodah is done with the right hand. Or, the wound is on the right hand, but not on a
part of the hand that is used in the avodah (e.g. the back of his hand).
o R’ Yochanan argues with Rava, because Rava in the name of R’ Chisda said, in the place
of the Kohen’s clothing, even one hair is a chatzitza. Elsewhere, if the additional item is
3x3 fingers wide, it is considered an additional garment and is a problem. Less is not an
issue.

▪

It could be that Rava would agree with R’ Yehuda the son of R’ Chiya, because
he may say that a small belt is significant and is therefore problematic even
though it is less than 3x3.

